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Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) superficial 
slabs provide high contrast vasculature images. We propose a 
robust method to find the center of the fovea any place in OCTA 
images using a convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture.

PURPOSE CONCLUSION

▪ Superficial capillary plexus vasculature images of normal and 
eyes with AMD and DR were generated with FOV of 3x3mm, 
6x6mm, 8x8mm, 9x9mm, 12x12mm, 15x9mm using CIRRUS 
HD-OCT 5000 with AngioPlex OCT Angiography, and PLEX Elite 
9000 SS-OCT (ZEISS, Dublin, CA) data.

▪ The fovea location of 1330 images (1064 and 266 for training 
and testing) was marked by a human expert.

▪ The training data set was augmented by rotating each image 
around the center between ±10 degrees to increase the training 
images to 7448.

▪ The target images are 3mm diameter binary discs centered at 
the fovea location.

▪ A U-net with 4 contracting and 4 expansive layers with ReLU, 
max pooling, binary cross-entropy loss, and sigmoid activation 
in the final layer were used for an end-to-end training (Figure 2)

▪ The fovea center was detected by template matching using the 
predicted image and the 3 mm binary disc.

METHODS

▪ Figure 1 shows examples of fovea locations detected by the 
algorithm and human expert with corresponding predicted area 
of 3mm diameter disc centered at the fovea for normal and 
various disease cases such as AMD and DR.

▪ Figure 2 shows a difference plot of the fovea location detected 
by the algorithm and human expert. The success rate is 97% for 
an error smaller than 150 μm between the algorithm and 
human expert.

RESULTS
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Figure 1: Examples of fovea location detected by the algorithm (red cross) and human expert (green cross) with
corresponding predicted segmentation of 3 mm diameter disc centered at the fovea.

Figure 2: U-net architecture (left), difference plot of fovea location detected by the algorithm and human expert (right)..

We demonstrated a robust method to find the center of the fovea in OCT Angiography images using a U-net 
architecture. Robust detection of the fovea location is crucial for automated analyses of retinal disease.


